YP Program Highlights

MENTORSHIP
- **Mentor Hawaii**: YP’s signature mentorship program that provides exclusive access to Hawaii’s top executives for a 6-month one-on-one mentoring to support career growth and elevated business acumen.
- **YP HI School Mentorship Program**: Young professionals’ mentor high school students as a way to give back and help guide the next generation.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CLASSES
Monthly classes on topics to support advancement in the workforce by industry experts.

EXEC CONNECTS
Monthly talk-story luncheons with Hawaii’s C-suite and top business leaders.

#YP4HI CIVIC ENGAGEMENTS
Events, panel discussions and exclusive meet and greets with legislatures to educate and increase civic engagement with young leaders.

NETWORKING EVENTS
Various events to connect and develop valuable business and personal networks.
- **Buzz**: Speed networking with like-minded business professionals.
- **Pau Hana Series**: A night of fun, food, and engaging with others.
- **New Member Orientation**: A way for new members to gather & get acquainted with all that the YP Program has to offer.
- **Signature Events**: Including Holiday Party, Launch Party, and Anniversary & Awards Reception.

COMMUNITY CONNECT
Connecting local non-profits and YPs with opportunities to serve on their boards and/or committees, while gaining valuable leadership experience.

WAHINE
Focused on supporting female leaders with professional development, skill building, and networking.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PROGRAMMING
Invitations and/or discounted YP member access to Chamber of Commerce events and resources.

YP Members awarded Pacific Business News “40 Under 40” Award

Signature and professional events to connect with 1,400+ attendees

YP Program committees ran entirely by volunteers, driving 3,000+ hours

YP members from various industries

CONTACT: TRICIA FETUI, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
(808) 380-2611 TFETUI@COCHAWAII.ORG